“

It is a real help to us to

be able to lower down the
boom to get it out and get
close to drill. The crane
greatly exceeds my
expectations and I am
very satisfied.

”

Greenhill Well Drilling

~ Mike Greenhill
Owner, Greenhill Well Drilling

Crane Provides Dependability
for Water Well Drilling

Background
Greenhill Well Drilling is a water well drilling business in Gouverneur, NY. Mike Greenhill,
owner of Greenhill Well Drilling, has a rig tender with a crane on the back to pick up casing and drill rods. Mike had trouble being able to depend on his previous crane during the
three-year period he used it, often losing three days of drilling at a time when the crane broke
down. Additionally, the previous crane was electric over hydraulic and was not a good set up
for his needs.
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Greenhill worked with Kurtz’s Truck Equipment in Marathon, NY to install a new crane on his Mack
rig tender truck. As a quality builder of propane bobtails and cylinder service bodies, Kurtz offers
a full line of truck equipment including dump bodies, service and platform bodies, electric and hydraulic hoists, material handling cranes, vacuum tankers and accessories. Kurtz is proud to build
quality trucks for the energy market.

Results
“Kurtz’s did wonderful job retrofitting it onto the truck,” said
Greenhill.
The Venturo HT40KX Service Crane not only meets his needs and
is easy to maintain, but it also provides more lifting capacity than
the previous crane.

Greenhill added that the extension can go out an additional four
feet to 29 total feet, which is a benefit when he can’t get a big
tender close to the drill.
“It is a real help to us to be able to lower down the boom to get it
out and get close to drill. The crane greatly exceeds my expectations and I am very satisfied.”

“The Venturo crane works nice and smooth and is a high quality
piece of equipment,” said Greenhill. “It works exactly as we need
it to work when we need it to work.”
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